
CS206 Homework # 6 Due October 29, 2020

1. Let X be a random variable defined on some sample space S, with expected value µ and vari-
ance σ2. Let X1 and X2 be random variables that result from applying X to two independent
trials of the experiment. Find E((X1 −X2)

2) (and explain why your answer is correct).

2. Let X be the random variable that computes the sum of two independent rolls of a fair die.
Let Y be the outcome of the first roll minus the outcome of the second roll. Are X and Y
correlated? Why or why not?

3. Let C denote the random variable that records the number of heads that result in the ex-
periment of flipping 100 unbiased coins (independently). Give three different estimates of
Prob(C > 75), using

• Tchebychev’s Inequality

• Markov’s Inequality

• The Chernoff Bound

4. Recall problem #10 from homework assignment #3. Here, we consider a similar situation,
but now the man has only 6 keys.

(a) Consider the experiment in which he samples his keys (with replacement) until he chooses
a key that opens his door. Let W be the number of trials needed until he succeeds. What
is Range(W )? What is E(W )? What is V (W )?

(b) Now consider the analogous experiment, where he samples his keys without replacement.
What is Range(W )? What is E(W )? What is V (W )?

5. Four people get onto an elevator in the basement of a building with seven floors {1, 2, . . . , 7}.
Each person chooses a floor ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 7} (that is, nobody chooses the basement); assume
that their choices are independent and that each floor is equally likely. Let N be the number
of distinct floors that are selected (which is equal to the number of stops that the elevator
will make, assuming that nobody else in the building is using the elevator). Find E(N) and
V (N). (Hint: consider the indicator functions for events of the form “floor i is chosen”.)

Extra credit Consider the experiment where n balls are to be placed randomly into n boxes. Let N1 count
the number of boxes with exactly one ball, and let N2 count the number of boxes with exactly
two balls. Find the probability of the events “N1 = n” and “N1 = n− 1”. Use the method of
indicators to find E(N1) and E(N2).
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